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This ballot was prepared for those voting in favor of
ratifyitlg the People's Constitution in the referendum

of 27-29 December 1841. RIHS Collection (RHi X3
1 506 ).

Popular Sovereignty or Public Anarchy?
American Debates the Dorr Rebellion

tudents of Rhode Island's past are acquainted with the origins and course

of the Dorr Rebellion because this controversy is the most important single event

in Rhode Island history. In 1 84 1 an organization of landless, and therefore voteless,

men organized as the Rhode Island Suffrage Association and called an unauthorized

constitutional convention to achieve political change. This group, toward whom the

General Assembly turned a deaf ear, recruited patrician reformer Thomas Wilson Dorr
to lead them, and when their extralegal convention met in October and November 1841,

Dorr became the principal draftsman of the progressive "People's Constitution."

From27 December to 29 December 1841, the People's Constitution was submitted to a

popular referendum. Disregard for the iandholding requirement swelled the turnout to

nearly 14,000. Of that number, only 52 votes were cast against the document, because the

charter adherents boycotted the election. Dorr clairned that the constitution had been

ratified by a majority of the peopie because 13,944 of the state's estimated 23,142 white

adult citizens had voted to approve it. The possibility of fraudulent voting was high (as

it was for any election in that age), and undoubtedly a number of bogus ballots were

cast; but when the results were in, the reformers insisted that the People's Constitution
had supplanted the royal charter of 1663 as the paramount law of the state.

Nonetheless, Dorr's opposition had every intention of asserting its legal authority, and

in the early months of 1842 it made a determined bid to undermine the revolutionaries'
position. One weapon was its enactment of the so-called'Algerine Law," which imposed

severe penalties upon those attempting to exercise power or hold office under the

People's Constitution. Another extremely potent maneuver was the Charterite appeal to

Rhode Island's sectional, class, ethnic, and-especially-religious sentiments. The Law and

Order party, as the charter adherents were called, alarmed entrepreneurs by alleging that

the Dorrites espoused an anticapitalist philosophy, and it aroused farmers by picturing

the reformers as voracious urbanites who were determined to usurp all political power

unto themselves. In addition, the Law and Order faction played upon the fears of native-

born Protestants by informing them that the liberal suffrage clause of the People's

Constitution would pave the way for the political ascendancy of the Irish Catholic

immigrants who were swarming into the state in ever-increasing numbers.

A third offensive launched by the Law and Order forces consisted of an appeal to

President lohn Tyler for federal protection to preserve the status quo. After some am-

bivalence, the chief executive promised the Charterites aid if violence erupted.

Despite the resolute ef-forts of the Law and Order faction to squelch the insurgents, Dorr
tenaciously heid his ground. On 18 April the revolutionaries staged an election under the

People's Constitution, with Thomas Wilson Dorr emerging as the "People's governor."

Dorr and those who were elected with him proceeded to establish a skeleton govern-

ment in vioiation of the Algerine Law In the eyes of his opponents, Dorr had now

committed treason against the state.
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The unprecedented specter of two rival state governments brought this intense bu: - ,,:.i'

controversy into the national spotlight. The Rhode Island crisis not only emb:: :":
President lohn Tyler, both houses of Congress, and the U.S. Supreme Court; it alsc :-.:
a substantial impact on neighboring states, the press nationwide, and the leading r:.-
ticians and political philosophers of the period. In addition, the Dorr War (as sc:r:
called it) served as a valuable source of propaganda in the Democratic party's att-:::l
to discredit the incumbent'v\higs.

r??6 sub€ rS,it.*:{r!,{$rK!

The national debate over the legitimacy of the Dorr Rebellion has received onlr' sc;::
attention from historians, aithough discussion of "the Rhode Isiand question" ot:;:
transcended mere partisanship and grappled with the basic theories of American ca--
stitutional government. The doctrine defended by Dorr can be described as popd.:
constituent sovereignty-the right of the people, without prior authorization frorn :.

reactionary legislature, to frame and adopt a new constitution. Opponents of this rer,'c.-

lutionary procedure claimed that the American system of government had achier-e;

such stability that constitutionai change should and could occur only through the u--
of approved forms, or with the sanction of the existing government.

During the period from April 1842 through the presidential election of 1844, featurir=
the Democratic campaign slogan of "Polk, Dallas, and Dorri'the issues involved in th:
Rhode Island controversy were widely debated and discussed in prominent newspape::

and periodicals and reflected upon in the memoirs and private correspondence of t};
nation's leading citizens.

Prior to the critical April 1842 state elections, the Dorrites had appealed to the

Democratic leaders in Congress for support. Dr. John A. Brown, president of the Rhode

Island Suffrage Association, was sent to Washington as agent and lobbyist for the

Peopie's government. Following Brown's exhortations, six prominent Democrats wrote
Ietters of encouragement to Dorr.r

The earliest recorded response to Dorr's appeal was made on 12 April 1842. The writer
(presumably Senator Perry Smith of Connecticut) briefly assured Dorr that he need not

fear the use of force by the federal government against the reformers' cause, then closed

the missive with a request that the letter be burned.'

Senators Levi Woodbury of New Hampshire and William Allen of Ohio corresponded

with the People's governor three days later. Woodbury told Dorr that if the people do

not have a right to draft a constitution "when and how they please, the whole fabric of
our American liberties rests on sand and stubble." The matter was in the people's hands,

not in the hands of the adamant legislature, remarked Woodbury. The distinguished

New Hampshire senator must not have considered his advice revolutionary, for he con-

cluded the letter with the following admonition: "Shun violence-insubordination-
civil war-but move onward . . . to your just and pure objects in constitutional methods."'

Seven years later Associate lustice Woodbury would cast the lone dissenting vote in a

case arising out of the rebellion, Luther v. Borden, in which the U.S. Supreme Court for-
mulated the political-question doctrine to avoid disturbing the finai outcome of the

Rhode Island controversy.

That same day Dorr received additional encouragement from the prominent Ohio senator

William Allen, who was to lead the fight for the reformers in the upper house during the

ensuing months. Allen informed Dorr that he had obtained an interview for Dr. Brown

with President Tyier and that he had accompanied the agent of the People's government
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to the meeting. In the inten.ierv, Allen informed the president "that the majority of the
people in Rhode Island r.vere in the right on er-ery known principle of public liberty, and
that their movement presented not a case authorizing the interposition of the federal
government by force or otherrvise." !.4er's reaction $,as not disclosed.,

On the next day Senators Silas \\rright Jr. of Nerv York and Thomas Hart Benton of
Missouri contacted Dorr. Wright told of the "intense interest" in \\tashington concerning
the Rhode Island situation, and while expressing sympathy for Dorr's cause, he disclaimed
any intention to become a partisan in the controversy. The NewYorker concluded philo-
sophically by urging the People's governor to practice caution and forbearance. "You

cannot fail to see," concluded Wright, "that your discretion must measure the support
which your friends abroad can give you. They can sustain,vou in doing right. They can-
not in doing wrong."'

\\rhen Dorr finished reading the somewhat noncommittai letter, he opened another
bearing the postmark "Washington City" and read the remarks of Thomas Hart Benton.
The Missourian assured Dorr "that the Democracy . . . fully admit the validity of the con-
stitutional movement of the people in Rhode Island." Benton, however, urged that violence
be avoided, because "This is not the age, nor the country, in which to settle political
questions by the sword."o Time would prove that "Old Bullion" was tragically wrong.

The final reply to Dorr's appeal came nearly a month later from the pen of Edmund
Burke, the New Hampshire congressman who was to emerge as the reformers'most vig-
orous supporter. He informed Dorr that Democrats in both Washington and New England
were, without exception, "roundly in favor of the suffrage party," and Burke himself gave

assurance that he was u'ith the People of Rhode Island "heart and soul."t

It should be noted that only the northern wing of the Democratic party was represented

in these letters. Dorr discovered later that many southern members approved of his cause

but would not endorse general principles of majority rights that could be interpreted to
include blacks in their own states.s The South's leading Democratic spokesman, fohn C.

calhoun, lvas deeply concerned with the progress of the Rhode Island reform move-
ment. A year after the rebellion was thwarted, Calhoun expressed his views in a logical
and conclusive public letter. He claimed to be in sympathy with the suffrage party in
Rhode Island as far as the enlargement of the franchise was involved. Providing that the
controversy was confined to discussion and agitation, continued Calhoun, the federal
government could not intervene. But after an incisive survey of constitutional prece-

dents, the learned South Carolinian jealously guarded his cherished doctrine of minority
rights by declaring that it would be the "death-blow of constitutional democracy to
admit the right of the numerical majority to alter or abolish constitutions at pleasure"

by resort to extraconstitutionai means.' Most of his fellow southerners agreed.

The sentiments of elder statesman Andrew Jackson contrasted markedly with those of
Calhoun. On 23 May 1842 he wrote to longtime associate Francis P. Blair that the "people

of Rhode Island will triumph as they ought in estabiishing their republican constitution."
"Old Hickory" believed that $er would never aid the "aristocracy" of Rhode Island by
sending a regular force, but if he were weak and tbolish enough to perform such a das-

tardly act, "a hundred thousand of the sovereign people would fly to the rescue to sustain
the people's constitution." lackson's concluding remark wouid have made Calhoun and
his associates shudder: "The people are the sovereign power and agreeable to our system

they have the right to alter and amend their system of Government when a majority
wills it, as a majority have a right to rule."'o

In August 1844 |ackson was invited to attend a mass rally in Providence for Dorr (who
was then languishing in prison, convicted of treason) and for the Democratic presidential
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Dorrites attempted to seize the state arsenal on the

night of 18 May 1842. Drawingby Edward Lewis

Peckham, 1842. RIHS Collection (RHi X3 3).
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candidate, James Knox Polk, and his running mate, George M. Dallas. Over two years

after his frustrating defeat, Dorr was still being used by the Democrats as a political
martyr and as an example of Whig treachery that must be avenged at the bailot box.

lackson apologetically informed the Dorr supporters that ill health confined him to the

Hermitage, his home, but he made public the sentiments that he had expressed to

Francis Blair in the critical days of 1842. Dorr, said Jackson, "committed no offence

except that of endeavoring to supersede the royal charter by a constitution emanating

directly from the people. . . . Granting even that he erred as to the means adopted, either
in reference to time or form, it is difficult to conceive how the severe punishment inflicted
upon him can be justified.""

Martin Van Buren, George Bancroft, and former governor Henry Hubbard of New
Hampshire were also extended invitations by the demonstration committee, but only
Hubbard was able to attend." Van Buren's reply indicated strong sympathy for the

imprisoned reformer, whose treatment, he believed, was oppressive, "severe, humiliat-
ing, and unjust," for it was never Dorr's intention "to prostrate to unworthy, much less

criminal objects.""

-(
/t
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Bancroft-an ardent equalitarian Democrat, a prominent historian, and the Democratic
candidate for governor of Massachusetts-gave a stirring reply to the reformers when
he indignantly declared that for the first time in history "solitary imprisonment at labor
for life has been made the punishment of actions that were but the expressions of political
opinions."" This ringing condemnation of the Law and order party no doubt heightened
the ardor of the demonstrators, and it gave great personal satisfaction to Bancroft."

x??s&g rs4r.

Most conclusive evidence that the Rhode Island question was, on the nationai level, one
involving political partisanship as weli as principle can be discerned in the sentiments
of the rWhigs. Even such a vociferous champion of human rights as Horace Greeley con-
demned the stand taken by Dorr. The editor of the influential New York Tribune felt that
the franchise in Rhode Island should be broadened, but Dorr's resort to force filied him
with apprehension and disgust. In several editorials in the Tribune Greeley castigated
Dorr and the principles for which he stood. Greeley asserted that the peopie's

Constitution would have transferred political power into the hands of the reformers,
and he denounced the resort to violence as a course that could lead only to anarchy.
Dorr's attempt to seize the state arsenal on 18 May 1842 inspired Greeley to produce a
theory of government remarkable for its spirit of conservatism. The editor stated that
those possessing the suffrage should extend it when, in their judgment, it was wise and
just to do so. He asserted that it was the American tradition to regard the suffrage not
as a natural right, as Dorr had claimed, but as a duty to be assigned by those who already
possessed it. The voters would impose this duty when, in their judgment, the time was
propitious for its extension to the hitherto unfranchised.'u Thus, as Glyndon van
Deusen puts it, to the supposedly liberal Greeley "the progress of political democracy
rested upon the wisdom and benevolence of those already enfranchised, rather than
upon the unalienable rights of man."'t Van Deusen finds that Greeley manifested gross
intoierance by heartily approving Dorr's sentence to Iife imprisonment, and later for the
regret he expressed upon hearing of Dorr's release."

Greeley undoubtedly received firsthand irformation concerning the Rhode Island situation
from his close associate, the New York whig potentate Thurlow weed, who accompanied
the Law and Order forces to Acote's Hill in lune 1842 for the final encounter of the Dorr
War." Weed's presence in Rhode Island was the culmination of a long series of events
that had begun in mid-April 1842, when the Nell, York Evening Posr called attention to a

proposed memorial then circulating in New York City calling for the impeachment of
Tyler for his threatened interference in the Rhode Island dispute. Although the memorial
was never presented, it paved the way for a Democratic sympathy meeting in Tammany
Hall on the evening of 27 April, at which A. w. Parmenter of Rhode Island pleaded the
case for the suffragists. During the next three weeks several other meetings were held,
and enthusiasm for the Rhode Island reformers began to mount.'o

In mid-May, returning from his disillusioning visit with President Tyler, Dorr stopped
in New York city, where he was warmly received by several prominent Thmmany leaders
and invited to attend the Bowery Theater. This cordial act was the first of many showered
upon Dorr during his brief stay in the metropolis.,'

The following morning the People's governor was accorded a reception, and he spent
several hours receiving counsel from william cullen Bryant, samuel |. Tilden, Eli Moore,
and other Tammany leaders. When the time came for the governor to resume his journey
homeward, a procession composed of five hundred men, a company of volunteer firemen,
and a band formed an escort." Before leaving the city, Dorr was also offered a military
escort to Providence by Colonels Alexander Ming Jr. and Abraham J. Crasto, the leaders

--1
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of two New York militia regiments. Dorr declined, but he added that "the time mai :,.-
be far distant when I may be obliged to call upon you for your services.""

When he had arrived in New York, it appeared as if Dorr had determined, though q-;-r*

reluctantly, to use peaceful means to effect a compromise in Rhode Island. It seems q::r*
certain that the encouragement, advice, and promises of support given to Dorr br --::*

New York Democrats greatly influenced his resort to force. Before the month \\ra-i '::.

Dorr launched his abortive attack on the state arsenal in Providence."

Dorr's New York friends continued their agitation immediately after his return ::
Rhode Island. A large demonstration held in the park in front of NewYork City Hall r"'":s

attended by such illustrious Democrats as William Cullen Bryant, Samuel J. Tilde:
Elijah F. Purdy, Aaron Vanderpoel, C. C. Cambreleng, Eli Moore, and Levi D. Slamm. -1:

this meeting a corresponding committee of twelve was appointed to continue the mor-;-
ment in behaif of the People's party in Rhode Island." Slamm, editor of New York's -\-r-,,l,

Era, went so far as to print a cali for "Patriot Volunteers" who would march to aid Do::
in the event of armed interference by the federal government.'o

Slamm's call for voiunteers was scarcely off the press when news arrived of Dorr's lud-
crous attempt to take the arsenal on 18 May, and most NewYorkers saw that further aic
was useless. "|udging from their looks," remarked the New York Commercial Adverti:e-.
"never did a set of people feel before quite so foolish and forlorn as did the leaders o:
the Park meeting. . . . The flag which had been kept flying for several days at Tamman-.'

Hall, in honor of Dorr . . . was struck and all looked as though 'melancholy had markec
them for her own.""' Only Levi Slamm continued his vigorous support for Dorr, anc

the New Era's editor was present when the "war" ended ignominiously on Acote's Hil
in late June."

Despite the near collapse of Tammany support, New York continued to be affected br

the Rhode Island uprising. Whig governor William H. Seward, as might be expected.

collaborated with Rhode Island's Charterite governor Samuel Ward King. On 13 June

King informed the New York chief executive that a reward of one thousand dollars had

been posted for the capture of Dorr. When King told Seward that the exile was probablr
in New York City, Seward wrote to inform the Law and Order governor that he would
cooperate in apprehending the fugitive.'n

Seward's concern with the Dorr Rebellion was evidenced by his frequent mention of the

disturbance in his letters during mid-1842.'o He admired Dorr's "coolness and digniw"
and remarked that he was "a manifestly superior man,"" but when the crisis came to a

head in late June, the New York governor sent a two-man delegation-Richard NI.

Blatchford, his private secretary, and Colonel fames Bowen-to tender the support of
New York to the charter party. Thurlow Weed, in his usual capacity as unofficial observer,

accompanied Blatchford and Bowen at the suggestion of Governor Seward and made

the sixteen-mile hike from Providence to Acote's Hill with King's forces. Of the two hun-

dred stragglers who were apprehended after Dorr's flight, fifteen or twenty were New

York "Subterraneans," according to Weed, who gave the following description of the

events subsequent to the "daring" capture of Acote's Hill by the Law and Order forces:

The duties and excitement of the day being over, General lWilliam G.] McNeill's headquarters

were established in a pleasant grove, where hampers of cold meats, poultry, game, etc., etc., with
baskets of champagne, soon appeared. The spread was a bountiful one, the repast was animated

by patriotic toasts and speeches, and was not concluded until near six o'clock, when the general,

with his suite and guests, departed in hilarious spirits for Providence."

Perhaps this gala ending helped make the long trek to Chepachet worthwhile.

LVTA h€ G.r!.'r3v[sge
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Other nationalh'prominent \\-hiss ioined Greelel', Weed, and Seward in condemning
Dorr. After the arsenal t'iasco Tohn Quincr--\dams remarked in his memoirs that "the

ignominious flight of the spurious Gor-ernor, Thomas \\r. Dorr, has postponed the heaviest

calamit,v that er-er betell this nation." Shortlr'thereafter, Adams came to Rhode Island to
speak before the Franklin L1-ceum on the social-contract \rersus the divine-right theories

of government. This November 18.12 lecture on the origins of government, later pub-

lished in pamphlet form, affirmed the popuiar basis of the state in accordance with the

theories of Locke, Sidne1., Montesquieu, and Rousseau but repudiated the right of revo-

iution against it, once established, except in cases of extreme tyranny. Adams departed

in emphasis from eighteenth-century social-compact theorists, however, by emphasizing

evolving necessity and man's nature as a "social being" rather than wili and intent as the

basis of government.

Over his long career different practical situations, such as the Dorr Rebellion, produced

modifications in Adams's views of the social compact and the conditions that brought
it into being. He remained convinced, however, that once government was constituted by

the process of social evolution, this agency of the people was confined to action per-

mitted to it by the people through the process of election. Adams, whose political phi-
losophy placed great emphasis on order and stability, favored limited male suffrage

which might be extended gradually. He firmly believed that the "protection and secu-

rity of property" was as important a purpose of the social contract as the protection and

security of persons. Tax and property qualifications, asserted Adams, would assure the

presence at the polls and in office of those men most likely to fulfill this duty of prop-

erty protection.

In earlier writings Adams had admitted the primitive right of insurrection, but he

believed that it should be used only sparingly and held very much in reserve. Adams told
his Rhode Island audience that he endorsed the right to revolt against tyranny, but
though he did not say so, he did not consider the charter regime of propertied community

leaders a despotic government.

Adams began his address (much of which he prepared prior to the rebellion) by refer-

ence to the Massachusetts experience, averring that the people of his commonwealth
"ha".e set the example of the gradual enlargement of the right of suffrage quietly, peace-

ably, without even disturbing the harmony of the community, but by the progress of
public opinion ripening into universal assent." The conservative Adams believed that

democracy, or universai suffrage, "is but the investment of the multitude with absolute

powers." In conciusion, he contended that a constitution is "the work of the people . . .

not of the whole people by the phantom of universal suffrage, but of the whole people

by that portion of them capable of contracting for the whole.""

Vigorous in his denunciation of Dorr was Adams's fellow Bay Stater Daniel Webster. As

Tyler's secretary of state, Webster was on hand when the Rhode Island affair first pre-

sented itself to the federal government. He had served as the president's agent in inves-

tigating the situation in early June 1842," and seven years later he played a part in the

affair's final disposition. It was he who presented the defense of the charter govern-

ment's agent (Capt. Luther Borden) to the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of Luther v.

Borden. Webster castigated Dorrism, but he centered his attack on a more technical

point: in a series of letters and in his argument before the Court, Webster maintained

that the problem of recognizing the legal government in Rhode Island was a political
question and therefore not justiciable." The Court expressed its agreement with
Webster, for Chief Justice Roger Taney's decision declared that the issue of the legitimacy

of the rival governments of 1842 was one that was purely politicai in nature, within the
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purview of congress and the president, and therefore it was one upon which the ct,-:-
must refuse to pass judgment.

It is obvious that the nation's major political figures, especially in the North, were iil'--
enced to take a stand on the Dorr Rebellion according to party affiliation. Within RLc.:*
Island many leading Democrats, especially those of rural, Protestant, native stock, all:;:
with the whigs against Dorr, but northern Democrats outside the confines of the s-;:.
sought to make political hay by exploiting the alleged tyranny of the Whig-conrro, =,:
charter government.3u

This same trend was followed by the newspapers and periodicais that reviewed --::

Rhode Island drama; they, too, took sides according to their party predilection. The fi:;-
non-Rhode Island paper to focus its attention on the constitutional struggle was tt.
Boston Posf. This Democratic organ began championing the cause of the suffragists:-i
early as ]anuary 1842. its crosstown rival, the whig Atlas, associated the Democra;;
with Dorr and heaped obloquy upon the suffrage movement.3' In New York, as we har';
seen, Greeley's Tribune and the commercial Advertiser condemned Dorr, while -,1..

Evening Post and Levi Slamm's New Era backed him to the hilt. Two other Neu'\brr.
newspapers, the courier and Enquirer and the American, gave enthusiastic support t;
Governor King and bitterly condemned the action of the rebellious Dorrites..u

In the nation's capital the revolutionaries found an adamant and implacable foe in th;
National Intelligencer,tn and in nearby Baltimore Jeremiah Hughes took constant swipe.
at Dorr in the pages of his Mles' Register. Hughes gave considerable coverage to th.
Rhode Island situation during mid-1842, labeling Dorr's course as one of "violence ani
blood." The reformer's attack upon the arsenal was described by the Register as

Governor Dorr's "proclamation of war against the united states."4. During the ner-t
three years, until Dorr's release from prison, Hughes kept the nation informed of the
fate of the "usurper" by periodic notices in his rveekly chronicle.

Interest in the controversy was also exhibited by several newspapers published south oi
the national capitai. Thomas Ritchie's blatantly Democratic Richmond Enquirer admon-
ished the federal government to remain aloof from the disturbance. "Move not a soldier.
and send not a musket into Rhode Island," cried the Virginia semiweekly. Dorr's actions
created a stir even in distant Louisiana. The -l{ew Orleans Commercial Bulletin, however.

opposed Ritchie's stand and demanded federal interference, claiming that the "posture
of affairs in Rhode Island is truly deplorable, and if suffered to proceed much farther
will do more to impair American credit and character abroad than any event since the
date of our government."''

r??6 &M rs.4E._j!{d\g*s

Of all the controversy engendered in the nation's newspapers and periodicals by the
Dorr Rebellion, perhaps the most significant was the disputation on political theori'
between John L. o'Suilivan and orestes Brownson in the pages of the united states
Magazine and Democratic Review during 1842-43. O'Sullivan, a devout equalitarian
who coined the phrase "Manifest Destiny," was cofounder of the Review, a nationall,v
distributed journal oriented toward politics and literature. The magazine was under his
sole editorship during the period l84I-46.n'

Early in 1842 O'Sullivan was moved by the plight of political polemicist Orestes

Brownson's financially floundering Boston Quarterly Reyiew.Wishing to relieve his fellow
Democrat of distress, O'Sullivan suggested that their magazines combine, with Brownson
as contributing editor to the Democratic Review. The gracious offer was accepted, and
thus began a stormy relationship.
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Brou'nson's contributions during 1842 rvere not as controversial as theywere abstract,

metaphysicai, and dulI. "The Reliari" notes Arthur Schlesinger jr., "dealt in the immediacies

of action and enjol'rnent, caring Little for the srvirling depths of theory."" In February 1843

O'Sullivan complained to Brol-nson that the readers were "much disappointed of the

expectation they had entertained ofbeing interested in your articles. Especially now for
the coming . . . numbers . . . it is necessary to aim at the object of interesting and satisfring

the great mass of the subscribers."* O'Sullivan would have cause to rue this suggestion,

for Brownson abandoned his exposition of s1'nthetic philosophy and turned to the then
popular topic of democracy and constitutional government.

The contemporary event that had placed the question of constitutional government in
the center of the political stage was the Dorr Rebeliion. As early as Iune 1842, the month
of the debacle at Acote's Hill, O'Sullivan had ventured his first opinion on "The Rhode

Island Affair" in the pages of the Democratic Review. The editor prefaced his remarks by
admitting that the present state of his information would cause him to postpone "full
examination of the whole question" to a future issue. Nevertheless, he continued, a general

outline ofthe episode couid be gathered. The tone ofhis rather lengthy outline can.be

perceived from his opening observation:

One point is so generally conceded as to be beyond the necessity for any argument-namely,
that the Constitutionalists were perfectly right in the main object of their enterprise, the estab-

lishment of a constitution containing proper definitions of al1 the powers of government, and

based on the principles of universal suffrage."

O'Sullivan concluded his summary with the statement that the Dorrites were perfectly

entitled to frame a constitution and to establish a government under it. In sustaining that
government, "they were the true party of law and order, occupying a defensive position

against disloyai and factious aggression" brought against their legitimate government by
those acting under the authority of the superseded charter. O'Sullivan also expressed

"profound satisfaction" for the pro-Dorr stand taken by the Democratic governments

of Rhode Island's sister states (especially Connecticut and New Hampshire, where

Democrats were in control) and viewed with disgust Tyler's role in the uprising. He further
asserted that "nearly the entire body of the Whig Party have betrayed the true instincts

and affinities of their political character, in the course they have taken on this question."'o

O'Sullivan gave a detailed exposition of the Rhode Island situation in the next issue of
the Review. After another brief summation of the leading events of the crisis, he turned

to a consideration ofthe political theory involved in the controversy, posing and resolving

four questions.

To the first, "In whom does the sovereignty reside?" O'Sullivan quite naturaily answered,

"the people." Then, after appealing to Locke's social-compact theory, he asserted that the

sovereignty resides in the whole body of adult male permanent residents of sound

mind-i.e., every person in the state who could be a party to the compact if it were to

be formed anew. "If this be a just conclusion, then the right of a majority of this body

to change the government at pleasure, whatever may be the wishes of the electors, is

beyond dispute." Therefore, since a majority of "the people" in Rhode Island have ratified

the People's Constitution, "it is the true and real organic law of the state."ot

O'Sullivan then asked, "What is the right of resistance or of revolution?" and retorted by

claiming that it is a right above all human law, founded on the natural rights of the indi-
vidual. It is to be exercised only when governments transcend the limits of just authority.
"Resistance to tyranny is a right-nay, a duty-inscribed upon our hearts by Providence."

The right of the people to frame and to change their government is unquestionable and

unalienable, and if a government steps beyond the limits of its just power, "it may be

resisted by virtue of a law higher than human society." This right of resistance, contin-
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ued O'Sullivan, is also the right of revolution-the right to forciblr' overt*i:r :,::, r - ...

rule, even though it is supported by a majority of the political socien'. T::. :: .- -

majority to change their government at will is a legal right; the right of r--,.,-- .- - -

right against law and above law; a right of minorities and individuais."='

The next query was less theoretical: "How far does the federal Constitutio:, j--:r::-i
the interference by the Union with the exercise of sovereignty in a State?" C,S*,-'r lm

answered with an interpretation of Article IV Section 4. This provision conie:r-: -;'r ,r

the federal government the authority to protect the states against domestic r-roi;:---= ;rric

then only upon an application by a state's legislature or executive. The editor ii:.::i-:.rc[
this to mean that the federal government is "to protect the majority of the soci,;. i,1r, .flfr,

the application of its lawful legislature or executive, against unlawful violen;t.' : tuw

majority of the people have the right at all times to change their government, it ru' :',iu,ed

that the new government (Dorr's) was the one to be protected, on the applicatio: -: :r*
new legislature, against the violence ofthe old legislature or the old electors.'

The fourth and final question was "In a case of domestic violence, within the cor'::--
tion, in what manner can the United States interfere?" The power to interfere ir: : ;i":
of domestic violence was reserved to the national legislature, claimed O'Sullivan. a:c :.
convincingly cited Madison (Federalist no. 43) to substantiate his contentions. :-.
power belongs exclusively to Congress and cannot be constitutionally delegated to i-.
president, for it would "arm him with a more than kingly power." Accordins .:
O'Sullivan's solutions to the problems he had posed, Dorrism had been vindicated.'

In the following month's issue the Democratic Review printed an impressive po1il.-
profile of Thomas Wilson Dorr. The conduct of the Rhode Island patriot, said the Reli.r,,
"has in no single respect been wanting in courage, firmness, disinterestedness, or devotitr:
to the cause at the head of which he stood." O'Sullivan did admit, however, that Dor:
had been at times mistaken in judgment, and deceived in his estimate of men.5r

r??$ hM ra4r"
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The Rhode Island controversy disappeared from the columns of the Review for several

months, but O'Sullivan's suggestion that Brownson contribute articles with a r,vider

appeal brought the issue and its related political and constitutional doctrines once rnore

to the center of the stage. Brownson abandoned his treatment of synthetic philosophr
and in April 1843 submitted the first of his controversial political tracts, "Democracv

and Liberty." He prepared the way for his series of bombshells by remarking at the out-

set that his "democratic brethren" would be tried severely, for he intended "to rur
athwart many of their fondly cherished prejudices, and to controvert not a few of their
favorite axioms." To the chagrin of O'Sullivan, in the ensuing issues Brownson would do

just that. O'Suliivan would receive far more than he anticipated.

With the principles of Dorrism undoubtedly in mind," Brownson began his treatise br-

contending that we must procure stronger governmental guarantees than those pro-

vided by popular suffrage, popular virtue, and popular intelligence. The phrase Vox populi

est vox del is "blasphemy," observed Brownson, for if we mean by democracy the form
of government that rests for its wisdom and justice on the intelligence and virtue of the

people alone, "it is a great humbug."" Aller an elaborate argument to prove the validity
of this statement, Brownson turned to a consideration of freedom) or liberty, "the great

end with all men in their religious, their political, and their individual actions." Liberty

might be misinterpreted and erroneous measures adopted to establish or guarantee it,
he said; many of the younger members of the Democratic party were guilty of the for-
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mer abuse, because they did not see that
anvthing other than the establishment of a
perfectlr' democratic government was

necessarv to render every man practically
liee. But this notion lvas impossible, con-

cluded Brorr'nson, because the virtue and
intelligence of the people are imperfect,
and therefore the people "are not compe-

tent to go\.ern themse1ves.""

Brownson continued by remarking that the

very term "self-government" implies a con-

tradiction, for it makes the governor and

the governed the same and is, therefore,
"no government." Likewise, if the instru-
ment of government, a constitution,
emanates from the people and rests for its
support on their will, it is absolutelir

indistinguishable fiom no constitution ar

all. If the people are to be governed, there

must be a power distinct from them and

above them. This power, whatever it be,

wherever lodged, must be separate from
the people and sovereign over them."

It must not be or,erlooked, said Brownson,

that government is needed for the people

as the state, as well as for the people as

individuals. To assume that the people, as

the body politic, need no governing is

wrong. Brownson objected to the defini-
tion of democracy which asserts that it
consists in the sovereignty of the people.

If the doctrine of popular sovereignty

were to be recognized as valid, nothing
r,r'ould pre'n'ent even an individual from applying it to himself, thereby disowning all
authority external to him. The people as an aggregate of individuals are not sovereign; the
only sense in rvhich they are sovereign at all is when organized into a body politic and
acting through its forms. All action done in opposition to the state or accomplished out-
side its prescribed forms "is the action of the mob, disorderly, illegai, and to a greater or
less degree criminal, treasonable in fact, and as such legitimately punishable." The jus-

tice and desirability of the end must not make men blind to the illegality of the means

by which they wish to attain it. "Without an efficient Constitution, which is not only an

instrument through which the people govern, but which is a power which governs them,
by effectually confining their action to certain specific subjects, there is and can be no
good government, no individual liberty."*

Democracy, declared Brownson, has been wrongly defined to be a form of government.
It is, in fact, a principle, the end rather than the means. The proper goal of human society
is the freedom and progress of all men, but the means by which this happy circumstance
is to be obtained is not necessarily by instituting the purely democratic form of govern-
ment. We have been too ready to conclude that if democracy-universal suffrage without
constitutionai restraints on the power of the people-is established as a form of govern-

r,,:.,i -{r/S7.rstls Browtson. Engraving by Alexandet

::k, circa i843. RIHS Collection (RHi X3 7519).
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ment, the end will foliow necessarily. But the desired end "will not be secu:ei :-, -.--.
loose radicalism with regard to popular sovereignty," nor by "these demagogi;a : .,
of the virtue and intelligence of the people, which have become so fashionab,le.'- -:r:
only true way of securing freedom and progress is through society's existing ir.: ---
tions. In expressing a view not unlike that of contemporary German philosopher G=--:r

Hegel, Brownson contended that liberty comes only in and through 61dg1-n.r. 1';

rejecting authority, but by and in obedience to authority. "Liberty without the gi:a:.---
tee of Authority, would be the worst of tyrannies," concluded Brownson."

This rebuke of Dorrism was somewhat surprising: in 1841, at Dorr's inr-ita:r::
Brownson had addressed a suffrage association in Providence, and upon Dorr's installa:::
as governor in the spring of 1842, Brownson had written him a letter of encoura::-
ment.'8 This about-face caused the horrified O'Sullivan to remark that the young libe:-
after passing the grand climacteric of life, was becoming the old conservative." The i:a::
editor appended a note to Brownson's article attempting to refute this "daring heres-,--

respecting the sovereignty of the people. O'Sullivan, an ardent Jacksonian Democr::
admitted that the people err, but he added an eloquent plea: "Give us . . . Se.i-

Government-Se1f-Reliance-Seif-Der,elopment-Freedom- yes, freedom to ma.t;

mistakes . . . rather than the external and superincumbent pressure" of an extraneols
government.o'

In the May issue Brownson accelerated the tempo of the controversy in an article en:i-

tled "Popular Government." He reasserted his belief that the constitution of a state \ras

not merely a written instrument drawn up by the people and alterable at their pleasuri

and, as some of his Democratic friends had "contended in the case of Rhode Islanc.

alterable at the pleasure of a bare majority . . . coming together informally, and acting

without any regard to its provisions." If a constitution was such an instrument, u'har

restraint could it impose on the will of the majority? Brownson asked. A constitution

that cannot govern the people as well as the individual or the minority is obviousl,v no

restraint on the sovereign power; it leaves the sovereign power absolute and therefore is

as good as no constitution at all. If the validity of Dorr's action were to be admitted, said

Brownson, it would mean that the will of the people, even though unorganized anci

independent of the constitution, was the true sovereign and might at any time rightfullr-
override the constitution itself.u'

Brownson's concept of a constitution would not admit of this possibility, however, for

he believed that "the Constitution is itself ultimarte"; it is not a mere written instrumeni

but the actual organization of the state. "It is the sovereign, and, when wisely adapted to

the real character of the country, the genius and pursuits of the people, it is always self-

sufficing." Brownson did admit that the whole governing power is, and should be, vested

in the people, but in the people organized-organized not in one consolidated body but

in such a way that "the action of the whole is always through the parts, or at least can

never transcend what all the parts will tolerate." \\rhat Brownson was proposing was the

minoritarian doctrine of concurrent majorities, a theory, he said, that is "much more

popular, and secures a much larger share of individual freedom . . . than the consoli-

dated democracy" against which he was protesting.u' Here Brownson had become the

theoretical a1ly of Calhoun, and even enlarged upon the South Carolinian's doctrines.

Once again O'Su1livan's feathers were ruffled, and another note was appended to

Brownson's remarks. To protect minorities against the oppression or improvidence of
majorities was one thing, exclaimed the editor, but to abandon all confidence in the

intelligence and competency of the people for self-government, and to denounce them

as "cattle," was a different thing, a thing to be scorned. O'Sullivan said that he had long
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regarded Mr. Calhoun's "favorite doctrine of concurrent majorities . . . as a political
truth of the highest value," but, he added, Bror.r'nson's attacks on the capacity of the people
for seif-government and his repudiation ofpopular sovereignty extended far beyond the
doctrines of Calhoun.u'

b-r??s -"}&w rstr.'-+er{Nrrf

Brownson concluded his study of political theory in a series of three articles on the
"Origin and Ground of Government," which appeared in the August, September, and

October 1843 issues of the Review.In the process he terminated his tenuous association

with the exasperated O'Suliivan. Brownson began his valedictor-v discourse by lamenting
that politics as a science had been negiected shamefully by Americans. He proposed to
do his share to remedy this iack of philosophical inquiry of a political nature by exam-

ining the essence, origin, and end of government.6*

The essence of government is to govern, said Brownson, and that force which governs is

the sovereign, or that which constitutes the state. This concept necessarily demands two
correlative terms, the governor and the governed. Brownson's earlier assertions about the
inadmissibility of "self-governmenti' where the ruler and the ruled are identical, were
repeated. Government, he declared, is also that which has the right to govern. The governed,

then, are not only forced but morally bound to obey. Obedience is a duty; allegiance is

owed to government, and this is the foundation of loyalty. The very conception of self-
government, however, excludes that of loyalty.6'

With these principies established, Brownson proceeded to define political or civil liberty
as "freedom from ail obligation to obey any commands but those of the legitimate sov-
ereign." To have no obligation to obey the rightful sovereign was not liberty but iicense.

Liberty was freedom from all restraints but those imposed by the iegitimate ruler. These

restraints, Brownson continued, "are never to be regarded as tyrannical or oppressive,

however stringent they may be." The true sovereign must be obeyed unto the loss of
property, personal freedom, and even life itseif. He may command all; the individual
may withhold nothing, for his right "is simply the right to obey."uu

How may we discover who or what is the legitimate sovereign? This question, said

Brownson, leads directly to the "Origin and Ground of Government." Addressing that
topic, Brownson proceeded to examine the four main theories of governmental genesis:

that government originated (1) in the express appointment of God, (2) in the sponta-

neous development of human nature, (3) in the authority of the father of the family, or
(4) in the social compact formed by the people in convention assembled.

Considering these theories in inverse order, Brownson first rebuts the social-compact

concept of government-the basis of Dorrist philosophy-by "several weighty objec-

tions." He proclaimed the state of nature to be a falsehood and denied that civilization
and civil society were unnatural to man. The origin of government in a social compact
is not susceptible to historical verification, he continued; moreover, if we accept the theory
that government originated in a compact, we would be obliged to assume that the people

could act before they existed, for their action in forming the compact presupposes their
existence as civil society. Even if all these objections are waived, Brownson asserted, the

compact theory affords no sufficient ground for the authority of government. Several

aliusions to the Rhode Isiand constitutional controversy appear in this rebuttal of the

social-compact theory.u'

In concluding the first of his three articles, Brownson rejected also the concept that the

state was of patriarchal origins. The family could not be the germ of the state because
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both are "primary institutions." The other two theories concerning the origin of gor--::--

ment-the spontaneous development of nature and divine ordination-are "both ii :.'.
main true and worthy to be accepted," said Brownson. But the state did not originat. :r
human spontaneity alone, nor only in the direct ordinance of God. The right to comrn:r:
must be an expression of the will of God, and it must respond to an inherent and essen::'

want of human nature or there would be no reason for its existence.ut

In the remaining two articles Brownson showed a strong inclination toward the r iei'
that the origin of government must be ascribed to the sovereign authority of God oper-

ating through the natural freedom of man. The sovereignty of God must be practicaL;

represented among men, Brownson claimed, or it would have no efficacious existence"

In the purely human relations of men, this divine sovereignty is represented by the state.

but the constitution of the state is established neither by divine or human appointmen:

exclusively. \A4rile the iegitimate power and authority of the sovereign state must com.

from God, he normally acts in accordance with human nature. The creation of that

authoritative institution, the state, an exigency of human nature, occurred in such a rr al
as to preserve human freedom, Brownson concluded.un

Occasionally citing the Dorr Rebellion as a hideous example of the excesses of democrao',

Brownson also reiterated his beliefs in the inviolability of the constitution (i.e., the state

by extraconstitutionai means. The true watchword and battle cry for us, he proclaimed.

is not"The majority have the right to govern, but rHE ]]NSTITUTI]N must govern.""

Brownson also attempted to demoiish the other basic premise of Dorrism-the right of
revolution. "The right of rebellion and revolution, on the part of the people, is no right

at all," he vehementiy insisted. The people have not, and never can have, the right to
rebel; they do not have even the right to act, save through the forms prescribed by the

supreme authority.

The basic question posed by the Dorrites was then considered: If such is the character

of the existing political order, that it is impossible for the people to modify the practical

organization of the state by the authority of the state itself, must one submit and endure

this circumstance? In reply, Brownson admitted the right to resist and even to subvert

the civil government (those charged with putting the constitution into effect) when nec-

essary for human freedom, because civii government is only the subordinate department

of government. Showing his strong religious bent, Brownson asserted that the people

are subject to a higher sovereign than that of civil government. \A4ren this higher sover-

eign, the Will of God, commands, the people have a duty to resist the civil ruler and, if
need be, to overthrow the civil government. Since the Will of God is represented by "rur
cuuncH," it belongs to the church (which may be either a formal institution, "the public

conscience," or the "moral authority organized") to determine when resistance is proper

and to prescribe its form and its extent. But if the church has been, "as in some

Protestant countries," perverted to a function of the state, or if it has itself become corrupt

and oppressive, or if there is no moral element of reform in the state that one can seize

to sanction his movement, then "NorHING" can be done to get rid of bad government.'l

In December 1843 a very disturbed O'sullivan printed a retort to Brownson's bold doc-

trines and restated the theory of democrary that he had expounded a year and a haif earlier,

when the constitutional controversy in Rhode Island was at its zenith. The disgruntled

editor's remarks reveal that the Dorr Rebellion was the catalyst that had prompted

Brownson to embark into the realm of political theory. According to O'Sullivan,

Rhode Island was the only one of our States which accident had left in a position affording

occasion for any important practical application ofthe leading doctrines ofthese articles. . . . In

Rhode Island a combination of unfortunate circumstances has caused the failure of Mr. Dorr's
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attempt to reorganize the State in the mode and on the principle which we have sustained, and

which it is the general drift of Mr. Brownson's articles to attack."'l

The following October Brownson stated that his arguments in the essays on the "Origin
and Ground of Government" discussed "the whole doctrine involved" in the Rhode

Island controversy.;l

a776,fur ts.*r.
"q{i\Sei"

By late i843 Brownson's controversial pronouncements had ruptured his relationship

with the Democratic Review, and he had departed, much to the relief of O'Sullivan, to

edit Brownson's Quarteily Reyiew. In the fourth issue of his new vehicle of expression,

he once more attacked the democracy endorsed by the Democratic Review, a govern-

ment that made the people the primary and fundamental sovereignty and the source

and foundation of all iegitimate authority. That was tantamount to no government at

all, maintained Brownson.

As late as October 1844, the month when Brownson entered the Catholic Church, he

devoted an article to "The Suffrage Party in Rhode Island." This essay was a review of
the pamphlet Might and Right, in which Frances Harriet \,\4ripple, one of the women
among Dorr's large contingent of female supporters, attempted to justifiz the actions of
the Dorrites. At the outset of his review Brownson explained his change of sentiment
regarding the Rhode Island controversy (it will be recalled that he spoke at a suffrage

meeting in Providence in 1 841 ). The change had come about, he said, when he learned

that the limitation of suffrage by a freehold qualification was not a provision of the

charter but an act of the legisiature. The discovery of this fact demonstrated that there

was a legal authority in the state competent to grant the elective franchise to all, if such

an extension rvas advisable. Thus the proceedings ofthe suffrage party could no longer

be countenanced.

In his explanation, however, Brownson sidestepped his own constitutional scruples.

Before his "new information" caused him to turn against the Dorrites, he admitted, he

regarded the whole proceedings of the suffrage party as illegal and revolutionary, but
he was

not disposed to condemn them with much severity, because we could not perceive how anv

amendment could be legally introduced, or the evils complained of 1egally redressed. We sup-

posed the restriction on suffrage was a provision ofthe charter, and, ifso, it could not be altered

by any legal authority in the state, as the charter did not provide for its own amendment.

Taking this view of the question, we argued, that, let the measures for the extension of suffiage,

or the formation of a new constitution emanate from what source they might, from the suffrage

association or from the general assembly, since not authorized by the charter from which exist-

ing authorities derive their existence and porver, they must needs be, in fact, illegal and revolu-

tionary. The people's constitution is, we said, confessedly illegal in its origin; but so also must be

a constitution framed by a convention called by the general assembly, for the general assembly

has no authority from the charter to call a convention. Since, then, the suffrage association have

called a convention, since that convention has framed a constitution, and since a majority ofthe
people of Rhode Island, as it is alleged, have voted for it, it is decidedly best to let it go peaceably

into operation. Presuming . . . that an immense majority of the people were satisfied with it, we

concluded that nothing was wanted but a little firmness on the part of Mr. Dorr and his friends

in its defense to induce the charter party to yield, and suffer the new government to go quietly
into operation."'u

It must be remarked that this hardly seems like an adequate explanation for a man who,

earlier in his consideration of the subject, insisted that a constitution is itself ultimate,

not a mere written instrument but the actual organization of the state; a man who had

also stated that if the validity of Dorr's action vrere to be admitted, it would mean that
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the will of the people, even though unorganized and independent of the constitution
(or the charter), was the true sovereign and might at any time rightfully override the
constitution itself. In his final swing at Dorrism, Brownson descended from his theo-
retical pedestal to defend a more pragmatic position.

To say that the Dorr Rebellion was the only factor that encouraged Brownson to com-
pose his abstruse treatises on political theory would be erroneous. The "mistake of the
masses" in the election of 1840 (i.e., the hoopla that gave william Henry Harrison the
victory), Brownson's growing affinity with the doctrines of ]ohn c. calhoun, and his
emerging Catholicism inspired these outpourings." The Dorr Rebellion and O'Sullivant
reaction to it, however, appear to have been the catalysts.

try6w rs4r.

It is obvious from this examination that the effect of the Rhode Island rebellion upon
national sentiment was substantial. The Dorr War was no tempest in a teapot. While its
national impact was largely the result of Democratic propaganda aimed at discrediting
the Whigs, the rebellion also inspired notable contributions by men of the stature of Horace
Greeley, John C. Calhoun, John L. O'sullivan, Orestes Brownson, George Bancroft, John
Quincy Adams, and Daniel webster to the theories of suffrage, majority rule, minority
rights, and constitutional government. Herein lies its greatest significance.Ts

Thomas Wilson Dorr. Daguerreotype by Orduan and
Company, New York, circa 1842. RIHS Collection
(RHi X3 67s3).
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